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Exciting News – RGalen Consulting
Partners with Zenergy Technologies
August 8, 2016
We are excited to announce a new partnership at RGalen Consulting. For years, Bob has
been one of the leading voices in the agile community. You can see it in his books,
articles, blog posts, interviews, and podcasts. There are very few in the agile community
who are more deeply experienced, yet willing to share that knowledge than Bob.
This has led to Bob being an incredibly sought after agile coach and trainer. Our RGalen
Consulting backlog is normally around 6 months long or more and we often must turn
away clients we really want to help.
In short, we simply haven’t had the bench strength or bandwidth to serve our everincreasing customer base at the same level of coaching quality that Bob brings to the
table.
Well, the exciting news is that, as of August 8 th , we’re partnering with Zenergy
Technologies to create an agile practice that is second to none. It will combine the
strengths of Zenergy:






Existing agile coaching and training experience, fully aligned with RGalen
Consulting philosophies and approaches;
Increased bench strength and the ability to quickly ramp-up capabilities for largescale or parallel client engagements;
Strong customer base and principle-centered business model;
Infrastructure for developing Scrum Masters and Agile Coach candidates;
And an outstanding leadership team.

And the strengths of RGalen Consulting:








Truly world class agile coaching and training experience;
Over 15 years of real world XP, Scrum, and Kanban experience;
Pragmatic coaching style that isn’t afraid to “tell” clients how to be successful;
Over 20 years of software development leadership experience;
An uncanny knack for helping organizations truly transform themselves by
leveraging agile principles and tactics;
Experience in scaling via SAFe, Scrum of Scrums, Nexus, and DAD;
And a coach who truly walks the talk when it comes to agile principles.
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Essentially, we’re building a joint practice that leverages Bob’s experience across a handpicked set of coaches and trainers. The benefit will be all of our coaches are aligned with
Bob’s vast experience, so you’ll get consistency at all levels of your agile transformation.
And importantly, as Zenergy’s Director, Agile Practices or “Head Agile Coach,” every
one of our team members will be directly coached and supported by Bob.
In a nutshell, if you’ve been looking to engage RGalen Consulting for your coaching
needs but have been concerned about our depth and ability to scale with you, that is no
longer a concern. Over the course of 2016 and beyond, we will be putting in place and
communicating new services and capabilities that will increase our capacity but still
maintain our strengths and focus on Pragmatic Agile Transformation.
From today forward, when you think “agile,” think Zenergy + RGalen Consulting. From
a customer perspective, it’s truly a win-win and we hope to work with you soon…
Stay agile my friends,
Bob Galen
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